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Gambit’s View

• With private equity buy out activity at its highest

level since the 2008 financial crisis, deal volumes

and values in the sector will be further

enhanced in 2021, with Human Capital

companies attracting significant appetite.

• Financial acquirers continue to have a keen

interest in technologically enabled assets, with

Human Capital companies that have

embraced the opportunity to increase their

digital presence in 2020 set to benefit in 2021.

• Following the UK’s avoidance of a disruptive ‘no

deal’ scenario, pent up financial acquirer

demand is likely to unwind in 2021, encouraged

by this additional clarity.

Gambit’s View

• Strategic M&A activity in 2021 will be closely tied
to the post-pandemic structural trends that
have been crystalised over the course of 2020,
such as increased digitisation and the
decentralisation of economic activity.

• With buoyancy returning to the share prices of
listed recruiters, the defensive strategies
observed in 2020 will shift towards the
prioritisation of growth, with M&A set to play a
pivotal role in strategic initiatives in 2021.

• Active acquirers in uncertain times have out-
performed their peers over the following one
three and five-year horizons and 2021 offers the
ideal opportunity to gain a medium to long term
strategic edge.

$609bn
Value of global private equity related 

M&A activity in 2020

(MergerMarket, January 2021)

Amount of dry powder held by 

private equity firms

Financial Times (December 2020)

$2.0tn
The most common strategic priority

for respondents in the next 12 months

(Gambit HC Survey, November 2020)Growth

Strategic Acquirers

• Private equity continues to pursue assets with

demonstrable resilience and durability with

Human Capital companies having

demonstrated these qualities in adapting to an

uncertain trading environment in 2020, boding

well for activity in 2021.

• With a shortage of resilient and available

assets with business models that have been

insulated from the effects of Covid-19, private

equity buyers are ready to pay full multiples for

quality, utilising record levels of dry powder.

• The low-interest rate environment will continue

to diminish the role of equity capital markets,

increasing the appeal and prominence of

shareholder and private equity collaboration

to achieve strategic objectives.

Financial Acquirers

• The recent reintroduction of lockdown

measures will reinforce strategic acquirers’

appetite for Human Capital companies that

service the staffing requirements of Covid-19

resilient sectors in the near-term.

• To protect market positions in the medium

term, recruiters will need to acquire new sector

specialisms and add to tech-enabled solutions

as the market diverges into large global groups

and agile niche sector specialists.

• Share prices of listed recruiters rebounded

strongly in the second half of 2020, although

recruiters with little diversification are set to

face a challenging time, with the M&A market

providing a suitable means to rebalance and

reweight underperforming portfolios.

15,000
Number of Human Capital companies 

in the highly fragmented UK market

(SIA, January 2021)



Outlook for Sellers
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Deal Value and Volume

• Human Capital companies that have

prudently managed working capital

requirements throughout 2020 will attract

appetite from acquirers in 2021 as the

attraction of well capitalised and prepared

assets is increased further.

• The potential for changes to Capital Gains Tax

will lead to an acceleration of sellers in the

market, creating a value maximisation

opportunity for sellers to benefit from tax relief

and buyers to capitalise on a rise in available

assets.

• The introduction of IR35 in the private sector will

amplify the prospects of prepared Human

Capital companies and those that have a

competency in aiding the compliance of

affected parties will attract heightened interest

from acquirers.

Considerations for Sellers

Gambit’s View

• Deal makers have become adept at

completing transactions in the current

environment, with effective negotiation of

Covid-19 adjustments paving the way for

optimal value realisation opportunities.

• With the widely rumoured Capital Gains Tax

changes set to be introduced in 2021, proactive

business owners should reach out to their

advisory network to establish a best practice

approach to maximise value realisation.

• Greater recognition of Human Capital

companies' key role in leading the UK’s

economic recovery and client assistance

towards both IR35 and the new UK – EU trading

relationship will raise valuations in the sector.

Gambit’s View

• We expect well-prepared acquirers with

strongly capitalised balance sheets to seize the

opportunity to engage with the M&A market

and take advantage of market dislocations

and a rise in distressed domestic activity.

• The expected rise in cross border activity bodes

well for Human Capital M&A as overseas

expansion initiatives are revisited, increasing

activity and competitive tension.

• With the roll out of vaccinations signaling that

businesses may return to some form of

normality, Human Capital companies’

valuation prospects will be enhanced further,

creating an opportune moment to engage with

the M&A market.

Staffing companies utilised the Job 

Retention Scheme, currently set to end 

in April

(Gambit HC Survey, November 2020)

4 in 5

14%
Year on Year rise in the number of 

companies in significant distress

(Begbies Traynor, October 2020)

• Whilst an increase in distressed transaction

activity did not materialise in 2020 given the

myriad of government support measures, a

more opportunistic M&A market is expected in

2021 as key schemes are wound down.

• With a free trade agreement now in place

between the UK and EU, a potentially

disruptive no-deal has been avoided and

international strategic acquirers are set to

revisit previous cross-border strategies,

increasing both M&A deal volume and value.

• Financial sponsors had been reluctant to sell

assets in uncertain circumstances in the wake

of the pandemic, however the end of 2020

saw higher sales of portfolio companies, which

is expected to continue into 2021.

6 April 
Date upon which IR35 is implemented 

in the private sector

(GOV.UK, January 2021)

IR35
The most commonly cited key 

challenge for Human Capital 

companies in the next 12 months

(Gambit HC Survey, November 2020)



Gambit Corporate Finance LLP

“Having successfully navigated the challenges of

2020, we expect that Human Capital companies will

seize the opportunities presented by a buoyant M&A

market in 2021. Proactive sellers will be encouraged

by acquirer appetite, resilient valuation data and

the chance to maximise value realisation before

any potential Capital Gains Tax rises take effect.”

Geraint Rowe

Partner, Human Capital

T: +44 (0) 845 643 5500

M: +44 (0) 789 992 8029

E: geraint.rowe@gambitcf.com

Simon Marsden

Director, Human Capital

T: +44 (0) 845 643 5500

M: +44 (0) 789 644 1330

E: simon.marsden@gambitcf.com

“Despite significant headwinds in 2020, the Human

Capital sector demonstrated its resilience and

durability and carries positive momentum into 2021.

We expect pre-Covid-19 growth strategies to come

back to the forefront and 2021 presents an exciting

opportunity for Human Capital companies to fulfil

their growth ambitions.”

Michael Dunn

Executive, Human Capital

T: +44 (0) 845 643 5500

E: michael.dunn@gambitcf.com

“An encouraging level of optimism surrounds the

prospects of Human Capital companies in 2021.

Lessons have been learned in the past 12 months

and effective mitigation strategies have been

deployed, paving the way for a buoyant market

that is ripe with consolidation, benefitting both

acquirers and sellers.”
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Corporate Finance International

Gambit is the exclusive UK shareholder of CFI, a

global partnership of middle-market investment

banks and corporate finance advisory firms. With

over 200 professionals located in 26 offices

throughout the world, CFI members specialise in

cross-border acquisitions, disposals, capital raising,

and related services. CFI advised on in excess of 35

staffing sector deals in 2019 and was ranked

number 16 in Europe and 21 globally by Thomson

Reuters for transactions valued up to €200 million.

www.thecfigroup.com

Gambit Corporate Finance

Established in 1992, Gambit is an independent

corporate finance advisory firm specialising in

advising private and public companies on mid-

market transactions in the UK and overseas. With

offices in London and Cardiff, Gambit is widely

recognised as a market leader in M&A advice in

the Human Capital sector having built up detailed

industry knowledge and an enviable track record in

deal origination and execution.

www.gambitcf.com


